
CS2.2 Ultra Loudspeaker Cable

Recognising the need for an inexpensive entry-level 'speaker cable'
as an upgrade to the cheapo in-the-box- cables that you get (and
that you MUST throw away immediately) we are pleased to offer
our CS2.2ULTRA speaker cable upgrade.
We offer the
CS2.2 ULTRA
particularly for
less expensive
music systems
but also for
mid- end av/
home cinema
installation-
where an inexpensive but high quality cabling solution is required.

This cable has a so-called Plenum ‘Easy-strip™’ design ie without the cotton filling- for greatest flexibility
in getting round those nooks and crannies easily. Its conductor OD is 2.2sq mm.

For those ‘on a budget’, the CS2.2ULTRA draws on the materials and construction of our multi-award
winning CS2.3 'speaker cable'. With nearly 200 OFC ‘multistrands’ per conductor this cable will breathe
new life into those systems, which have supplied 'speaker' cables that throttle your music.

Combined in this neat and flexible package are all the elements of our much more
expensive cables - precision multi-strand UHP-OFC twisted (to reduce 'proximity effect') conductors,
polypropylene insulation, damping material and soft PVC jacket.

This is our proven solution for the achievement of a clear and accurate sound, bringing you closer to the
music.

Terminated in z/x copper bananas or spades.

Technical Specifications
 UHP-OFC™ multistrand conductors

 Superior low-loss large Polypropylene dielectric-2.8sq mm OD

 Easy-strip™ Insulation

 Rope-lay weave twisted pair configuration

 2.2sq mm conductor x-section
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 7.4mm circular o/d, soft PVC jacket

We cannot stress enough that significant improvements are possible from matching mains cable,
loudSpeaker and interconnect cable-grade-wise (see our 'at-a-glance' Cable Match Table) throughout
your system, thus enhancing synergy.

© Ecosse | The name on the world’s finest cables.
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